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To Jane,
For a man of many words, this time words fail me.

It’s simple really.

Your love, your unflinching belief in me, makes it all possible.





Author’s Note

Like many counselors who write about their work, I have chosen to
share some stories from workshop participants and individual clients
from across the country. I have also included some personal informa-
tion from my own life. Specific names and details have been altered to
protect certain individual’s identities. I am, first and foremost, a li-
censed professional counselor; confidentiality and honoring the trust
of my clients is critical to my work. However, the reader can rest as-
sured that as incredible as these naratives may seem, I have not in-
flated the content of these events. The central focus and heart of all the
stories told herein are true.





Who Was Edgar Cayce?

Throughout this book, you will occasionally see quotes that are attrib-
uted to Edgar Cayce. Each quote is followed by a series of numbers,
which indicate the “reading” that the quote was pulled from. I wanted
to take a moment to explain who Edgar Cayce is and how the reading
numbers work.

Edgar Cayce (1877-1945) has been called “the sleeping prophet,” “the
father of holistic medicine,” “the miracle man of Virginia Beach,” and
“the most-documented psychic of all time.” For forty-three years of his
adult life, he had the ability to put himself into some kind of self-
induced sleep state by lying down on a couch, closing his eyes, and
folding his hands over his stomach. This state of relaxation and medi-
tation enabled him to place his mind in contact with all time and
space and gave him the ability to respond to any question he was
asked. His responses came to be called “readings” and contained in-
sights so valuable that even to this day Edgar Cayce’s work is known
throughout the world. Hundreds of books have explored his amazing
psychic gift, and the entire range of Cayce material is accessed by tens
of thousands of people each and every day.

During Cayce’s life, the Edgar Cayce readings were all numbered to
provide confidentiality. So in the case of 294-1, for example, the first
set of numbers (“294”) refers to the individual or group for whom the
reading was given. The second set of numbers (“1”) refers to the num-
ber in the series from which the reading is taken. Therefore, 294-1
identifies the reading as the first one given to the individual assigned
#294.

Although the vast majority of the Cayce material deals with health
and every manner of illness, countless topics were explored by Cayce’s
psychic talent: dreams, philosophy, intuition, business advice, the Bible,
education, childrearing, ancient civilizations, reincarnation, personal
spirituality, improving human relationships, finding your mission in
life, and much more.
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Have you ever looked at another person’s eyes and suddenly
found yourself moving through endless corridors of space ad
time, merged with another human being? Later, you may
have called that either love or madness, but ether way, the
“outer you” ceased to be the focus of your consciousness.

Time and space became one and you were focused in an
eternal now. For many of us this happens in less intense
moments—although just as beautiful—in experiences of
attunement with nature. Every person between birth and
death is caught now and ten by the sudden union with
nature—a starry sky on a clear cold night, a shaft of sunlight
on a bubbling brook, the moon over a restless ocean, the high
notes of the mockingbird who seems to be singing just for the
listener, a flash of vivid lightning followed by the roll of distant
thunder, or the strange sounds of a tree that is suddenly live
beyond one’s wildest imagination.

The mystical literature of the world is filled with descriptions
of such experiences. These are the movements of conscious-
ness towards God, the creative energy of this Universe. And
you and I need to seek these out.

For one such experience can change the whole course of your
life and make this utterly confusing melee here meaningful.

Hugh Lynn Cayce
Venturing Inward
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My head violently slammed against the Prius’ passenger front seat window as the
driver rocketed around the curve. “For God’s sake, slow down!” I
blurted. But the driver, steely-eyed and deaf to my cries, glared reso-
lutely straight ahead, wraith-like hands clutching the wheel. I was
seeing stars and was somewhat in shock. After all, I had known the
person behind the wheel for years and had trusted her. I had never
seen her drive this way.

My new Prius had been a dream car for me. I had purchased the
hybrid, brand new, just a few months ago. It was better for the planet,
saved me money on gas, and admittedly, while not a Lexus, was com-
fortable. I had bought it with all the bells and whistles I had wanted. I
regretted allowing her to take the wheel.

The car swerved again to the left, this time not as dramatically, nar-
rowly avoiding some large metals bowls in the road. My head was still
muddled, but out of the corner of my eye, in the side mirror, I caught
a vision of some kind of scraps in the bowls. Isn’t that bizarre? It’s as
though someone put out some food for some stray dogs, but not on

“The spirit will quicken, if the soul will but acknowledge His
power, His divine right with thee.”

Edgar Cayce reading 262-62
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the sidewalk. They put them almost halfway out in the road. If the
dogs come out to eat, surely they will get hit by traffic, I thought.
Silently, I cursed the unknown perpetrators.

But those thoughts spent only microseconds in my mind as we
rapidly approached a bridge that I knew was under construction. One
of the lanes of the bridge was complete, while the other was only half
finished. “Turn right, turn right, turn right!” I screamed at the top of
my lungs, reaching towards the wheel, while the driver yanked it to
the left, rumbling over discarded construction lumber, taking a dan-
gerous fork. She shifted gears and stomped on the gas, the car rocket-
ing forward, my neck snapping backwards, my skull banging on the
upholstered headrest. Why was she doing this?

In the dim light, I could see we were hurtling towards a black-and-
white stripped barricade dead ahead, supported precariously by two
sawhorses. The bridge was incomplete; the only thing standing be-
tween 2,000 pounds of rolling steel and a 200-foot drop were paltry
two-by-fours and flashing yellow lights. “Please,” I begged, our speed
increasing, “please stop! You’re going to kill us!”

But she was hell-bent, the car racing towards a destiny that I didn’t
choose, didn’t want, and couldn’t stop. The sound of the nose of the
car breaking the barricade was sharp and deafening; the wood retch-
ing as it splintered, the headlights shattering, tinkling: ghastly chimes
in a symphony of destruction. In an instant, time slowed down be-
yond slow motion, like something out of a Hollywood action film. I
was both in the car and out of the car, observing omnisciently. Outside
the car, I could see it arching upward, wheels turning slowly, releasing
their grip on the pavement, splintered planks and dust suspended in
mid-air. The automobile hung briefly in the sky, all but motionless,
reaching its apogee. For a moment, I thought it might take flight, soar-
ing off towards the full moon. But a second later, gravity kicked in, and
as the black-and-white lumber pirouetted and spiraled below the
wheels, plunging downward, the front of the car began following the
debris obligingly, nosing towards the water, hundreds of feet below.

Simultaneously, I was inside the doomed vehicle, gripping the dash,
preparing myself for the inevitable impact that would take forever
and come too soon. I could hear the metal groan and the low roar of
the wind as my field of vision through the windshield tilted from a
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star-lit night sky, to the cityscape on the horizon before me, and then
finally to the waters below as gravity’s unrelenting grasp took hold. It
was too late: too late to decide not to get in the car, too late to get out
of the car, too late to stop the driver. My fate was sealed, certain death
was seconds away.

Two very strange thoughts crossed my mind.
First: Maybe, just maybe, if I keep breathing and relax into the present moment,

I could live though this. Second: If I live through this, I will have to get a whole new
car.

And then below me, water, crystal clear, illuminated by some un-
seen subterranean luminescence, glowed and rushed to meet the
windshield of the car.

* * *
I awoke from the dream with a start. My eyes did not open. Mother

Nature, in her wisdom, protects the body from acting out dreams
physically during sleep as the base of the brain shuts down the neu-
rons in the spinal cord. The formal term is sleep paralysis. But my
experience was sheer terror. My heart was pounding, I was breathing
heavily, but my body was frozen for several minutes. Gradually, my
appendages stirred as I realized I had been dreaming and that I was
safe in a hotel bed cocooned in Egyptian cotton, surrounded by fluffy
pillows. But that momentary relief transformed into panic as I sponta-
neously began interpreting the dream. I have learned that with my
eyes still closed and my mind close to the sleep state, profusely cycling
theta and alpha waves, I can often intuitively understand my dreams.
The dream symbols were familiar ones and the meaning was clear,
horrifyingly clear.

My new car was the reflection of my new affluent life: my private
practice as a therapist was increasingly successful, and I was lecturing
all over the country. But the woman behind the wheel had taken con-
trol of our very lives: she was “in the driver’s seat,” not me. I could
protest all I wanted, but it was too late. There were scraps to be had;
enough to live on, but to stay like a starving dog and eat them might
kill me. The bridge, a symbol of transition from one arena of life to
another was ahead of us, but she did not take the “right” path, which
could take us safely across the water, but instead chose to take the left
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fork. I would be left. She was literally “driving us over the edge.”
The meaning of the dream was plainly evident. The relationship

would end. I would have to start my life all over. The water that I was
plunging into was all but transparent, indicating clarity was coming,
even in what appeared to be destruction. I grimly chuckled to myself:
At least the destination is clarity; all I have to do is die to get there. A
line from St. Francis’ prayer surfaced into my awareness, “It is in dying
that one awakens to Eternal Life.” In the dream, I was all but dead
meat. In reality, my physical body wasn’t at risk, but my egoic identity
was most certainly on the block. There was another bit of promise in
the dream, echoing a client’s real life experience in a car wreck that I
had unconsciously absorbed into my personal dream iconography: If
I could just keep breathing and stay in the moment, I might just live
through it.

But minutes later, I was weeping in agony in the shower, the steam-
ing hot water mixing with the warmth of my tears. There was no es-
caping it. I could see what the dream meant, that the relationship was
destined to end. Edgar Cayce said that nightmares were often warn-
ings; if so, this was a big-time cosmic heads up. I didn’t want this. I
begged God to take this all away from me. Ending it would be the
antithesis of who I thought I was. I liked being in relationship. I wanted
this one to go the distance. I felt like my skin was being ripped from
my body. I kept thinking that there must be something I could say or
do, only to be haunted by pictures of me begging her to slow down to
no avail. I had thoughts of staying, even if it was bad, only to flash
back on the starving, stray dogs coming for scraps and being hit by
the cars. How many times had I told my clients in therapy that they
didn’t have to settle for scraps in their relationships, that they were
worthy of so much more?

Physician, heal thyself. I couldn’t stop her from driving us over the
edge, and I couldn’t even stay for the scraps without being killed. It
felt like the ultimate double bind. My interpersonal skills? My psycho-
logical awareness? My compassionate heart? All worthless.

I was powerless. I was seeing my future. I was being warned.
Suddenly, as these thoughts collided in my head in the shower, I

was given a vision of a railroad track ending directly in front of me.
Another track began to the right about twenty feet away. They were
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totally disconnected. I immediately understood the vision. I would
not be following a gentle curve into a new direction in life. I would
not be subtly evolving into a more awakened spiritual being. The tran-
sition I was about to make would be the life equivalent of getting a
locomotive to jump tracks. I would be literally jumping from one
karmic track to another.

I was experiencing a quickening.
The next day, I would see my beloved niece get married. Three days

later, my father would have a break with reality, not knowing his name,
the date, or even the year. Seven days later, one of my best friends
would schedule their surgery in an attempt to survive a life-threaten-
ing cancer. Ten days later, the woman I had been dating for five years,
the woman I thought I was destined to marry, would send me an
email telling me the relationship was over.

The barricade was broken; the car was plunging.


